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ABSTRACT

In this technical report, we present several systems for the task 5 of
Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events 2018
(DCASE2018) challenge. The task is to classify multi-channel au-
dio segments into one of daily activities performed in a home envi-
ronment. We develop three methods for the task. First, log mel-
spectrogram is extracted from each segment and fed to CNN in
baseline system with gated linear units (GLU). Then, we use VG-
GNet to improve the network. In addition, to exploit spatial infor-
mation, we extract coherence features among all channels and use
1D-CNN with GLU to classify it. Finally, we make a fusion on pos-
teriors from three subsystems to further improve the performances.
The experimental results show the proposed systems can get at least
5% F1-score improvement compared to the baseline system.

Index Terms— DCASE, domestic activities, multi-channel a-
coustics, convolutional neural network.

1. INTRODUCTION

Situational awareness in smart environments has received a increas-
ing attention in recent years due to the rapid development of mul-
timedia and artificial intelligence technology. It can enhance the
quality of live for humans in terms of e.g. security, home care and
etc. For example, some vocal assistants, such as Google Home and
Amazon Echo, use the relevant smart functionality through acous-
tic information. In situational awareness, recognition of activities
based on acoustics is a significant part. It has huge importance,
particularly in several applications, such as monitoring of domestic
activities, robots and etc. In the challenge on detection and classi-
fication of acoustic scenes and events (DCASE) [1] of this year, a
new task is added, i.e. task 5 [3]. The goal of this task is to classify
multi-channel audio segments into domestic activities performed in
a home environment. For example, ”Cooking”, ”Watching TV” and
”Working”[1].

Many works on recognition of activities based on acoustics has
been published. For example, in previous DCASE challenge, var-
ious approaches had been presented to cope with the similar task.
Most of which are based on deep learning methods[4][5][6], such as
CNN, RNN, generative adversarial networks, while the number of
SVM, NMF and Gaussian mixture model based methods decreased.
In addition, we can find that the acoustic models are typically based
on single channel and single location recordings in previous studies.

However, it is convinced that multi-channel acoustic recordings can
give more information and improve the performance of the current
works.

In this report, we propose several methods for task5 of D-
CASE2018. In the part of feature extraction, we extract log mel-
spectrogram from each channel of each segment, and feed it to clas-
sifier as a image. Moreover, considering spatial information, we ex-
tracted correlation features from the multi-channel audio segments.
And then, CNN with different activation function and architecture
is used for classification. We used VGGNet to classify the spec-
trogram feature and try to use GLU to improve network. Since the
correlation feature is one dimensional, 1D-CNN is adopted. Finally,
we make 4 different fusion system with aforementioned 3 subsys-
tems in our submissions.

The rest of this technical report is organized as follows. In the
Section 2, we describe the datasets used in DCASE2018 task5 and
feature briefly. The different models will be introduced in Section 3.
In the Section 4, the experiments and results are presented. Lastly,
Section 5 concludes this report.

2. DATASET AND FEATURES

2.1. Dataset

The dataset used in task5 of DCASE2018 is a derivative of the SIN-
S dataset[7]. Where the activities recorded by 7 of 13 microphone
arrays are used. Each audio segment contains 4 channels with 10
seconds length and 16kHz sampling rate. Each segment has cor-
responding activity class: absence, cooking, dishwashing, eating,
other, social activity, vacuum cleaning, watching TV and working.

As development set, the data from 4 sensor nodes with the
ground truth is given. While the data in evaluation set is provid-
ed from all the sensor nodes even not present in the development
set.

2.2. Features

There are two sets of features used in our systems as follows:
(1) log-mel energy: Firstly, we calculate STFT with a ham-

ming window of 40ms, and the hop size is set to 50%. Then, we
apply 40-band mel filter bank from 50Hz to 8kHz to obtain the 40-
dimension mel spectrograms. Finally, we apply logarithm to the
results of last step and get the 40x501 sized feature matrix.
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Table 1: Model description. Each column represents one model
respectively. conv: convolution layer, maxpool: max-pooling layer,
global-avgpool: global average pooling layer, FC: fully connected
layer.

Convolution Neural Network Configurations.
VGGNet10 1D-CNN

10 weight layers
conv3-32
conv3-32
conv3-32

maxpool2 maxpool4
conv3-64
conv3-64

maxpool2 maxpool4
conv3-128
conv3-128

maxpool2 maxpool4
conv3-256
conv3-256

global-avgpool
FC-9

soft-max

(2) coherence of channels: To make good used of multi-
channel audio segments, we tried to extract spatial features. Firstly,
we apply hamming window and get STFT at a window length of
20ms. Secondly, we use the data of all channels in each TF point
to calculate the auto-correlation matrix. Thirdly, we do mean along
the frame axis. Last but not least, the feature vector at each fre-
quency point is calculated by dividing cross-spectral density with
the self-spectral density. Finally, we concatenate the real and imag-
ine value at each frequency point to form the feature vector for one
10s segment.

3. PROPOSED METHODS

3.1. Models

We used three basic convolution neural network models in our sys-
tems, we will introduce each of them in details.

We rebuild the baseline system as model 1 with TensorFlow,
but the batch normalization operation after convolution process was
removed.

To build the second model, we replaced the network framework
in baseline system with the changed VGGNet. Model details are
described in Table 1. The input features are also log-mel energies.

As for using the coherence features, which is a column vector
for one 10s segment, we build a 1D-CNN. The network framework
also can be checked in Table 1, which is constructed by 10 weight
layers the same as model 2, while the size of max pooling layer is
different.

3.2. Changed learnable gated activation function

Using the learnable gated activation function for training the neural
network in DCASE2017 task4 is presented in [8] by Xu. And the
results shows the method can make great improvement for sound
event detection sub-task. Here we tried a variant of the learnable
gated activation function in our model.

Table 2: The results of F1-score on development set for D-
CASE2018 task5.

Activity F1-score
DCASE2018

baseline
Fusion

Absence 85.41% 89.40%
Cooking 95.14% 96.87%

Dishwashing 76.73% 87.50%
Eating 83.64% 94.42%
Other 44.76% 63.06

Social activity 93.92% 95.73%
Vacuum cleaning 99.31% 100%

Watching TV 99.59% 99.65%
Working 82.03% 88.46%

Macro-averaged F1-score 84.50% 90.68%

Z = X ∗ W + b (1)
Y1 = relu(Z) (2)
Y2 = sigmoid(Z) (3)

Y = Y1
⊗

Y2 (4)

Where X is the input feature, parameter W and b is the weight
matrix and biases vector in each layer respectively. We applied Re-
LU and Sigmoid activation function to the output of product-sum
process, finally the output Y is obtained by element-wise multipli-
cation of Y1 and Y2.

This method is used to training the baseline-based model and
1D-CNN model.

3.3. Fusion

In general, system fusion could get better performance. Here in
DCASE2018 task5, with the models we have described before, we
believe that the results of fusion system can be improved. In details,
we do average to the posteriors of each subsystem.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1. Experiment setting

We performed our system with development set provided by D-
CASE2018 organizer to evaluate the performance of them. During
developing phase, we use the official cross-validation setup which
consists of four folds distributing the development dataset in order
to make results uniform[1].

The VGGNet based system trains a single classifier model that
takes a single channel as input the same as baseline. In the predic-
tion stage a single outcome is computed for each node by averaging
the 4 model outcomes (posteriors) that were computed by evaluat-
ing the trained classifier model on all 4 microphones.

Considering the optimization, we used an Adam optimizer with
initial learning rate of 0.0001. There are different epoch number
and mini-batch size setup for training each model according to the
experiment experiences.
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4.2. Experiment results

Table 2 presents the results of F1-score for monitoring of domestic
activity task on development set. From which we can see that fusion
of three models can get 90.68% F1-score on development set, while
the official baseline system just obtained 84.50% F1-score.

The fusion results detailed in Table 2 is the highest score our
system has obtained. In that fusion system, the posteriors of three
models are considered. During training the baseline-based mod-
el and 1D-CNN model, we applied the learnable gated activation
function.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this technical report, we presents our system and models used for
cope with task5 of DCASE2018 challenge. We used three deep C-
NN based model on log-mel energy and coherence features respec-
tively. The GLU is also introduced to improve the performance. It
can get 90.68% F1-score on official development set.
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